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Interior Accessories
 HomeLink Mirror
$231.83
Frameless HomeLink® Mirror is battery-operated and helps provide easy entry 
and exit to your garage. The mirror design complementsthe vehicles’ interior 
and provides easy access to the buttons which are located under the mirror on 
the driver’s side. Life of the battery could be up to 10 years with normal use.

 Universal Tablet Holder
$112.18
The Universal tablet holder is compatible with virtually all multimedia devices 
and attaches to the driver headrests for rear passengers. Adjustable pivot/tilt 
enables users to view the device at eye level. The Universal tablet holder is 
intended for passengers only. Drivers should always be sure to obey traffic 
regulations and maintain awareness of road traffic conditions at all times.

 Cargo Liner
$156.83
The Cargo liner provides protection for your cargo area and features a skid-
resistant surface to help keep valuables stable. The raised lip around the 
edges helps contain dirt and spills, and its light but tough construction allows 
it to be easily removed for cleaning.

 Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
$741.39
The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera is designed to provide a safe and 
memorable driving experience in your Toyota vehicle. Safely recordthe on-
goings of the open road while keeping your eyes on driving. Capture every 
adventure! The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera will also allow you to record the 
surroundings of your vehicle while it is parked.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror (with HomeLink)
$554.33
Sophisticated sensors built into the Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror, this 
accessory provides automatic progressive dimming. The mirror will 
automatically dim in proportion to the level required to eliminate glare, which 
helps in reducing eyestrain and driver fatigue. The Auto-Dimming Rearview 
Mirror also has an integrated digital compass with eight directional readouts 
and features integrated HomeLink functionality which gives drivers the ability 
to operate garage doors.

 Door Sill Protectors (front and rear)
$288.60
The custom-fit door sill enhancements provide a practical and custom look to 
your Corolla Hatchback. Featuring a brushed-aluminum overlay with chrome 
accents and a vehicle logo, these door sill enhancements are as protective as 
they are stylish. Kit of 4: Front and rear

 Cargo Net
$108.67
This flexible and stretchable, nylon-braided envelope-style net is secured by 
tie-down rings in the rear cargo area prevents items from shifting around 
while driving. Easy to install, and store away in its compact zippered pouch 
when not in use.

Exterior Accessories
 Side Window Deflectors - Front
$163.50
The Toyota Genuine Side Window Deflectors are aerodynamically shaped to 
minimize wind noise and buffering when driving with open windows. The 
deflectors have a low-profile design with flawless integration and maintain a 
sleek look. Set of 2 front.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 16" Alloy Wheels - Silver
$1,173.99
These durable 16-inch alloy wheels offer Corolla owners a distinctive, dashing 
and sporty upgrade to their vehicle wheels. Meticulously crafted of 
lightweight aluminum alloy, and specifically designed for optimal 
performance. These stylish alloy wheels complementCorolla’s athletic exterior 
styling. (*Tires sold separately)

 Pro Series Paint Protection Film – Door Cup
$102.05
This clear film contours seamlessly to the vehicle’s door cup. Virtually 
unnoticeable, this film offers protection against minor scratches. Set of four

 Block Heater
$318.33
This custom-designed Block Heater not only warms your vehicle up quicker, 
but also reduces engine strain and wear. The system also helps to save fuel 
and battery power during startups, and the strain relief electrical cord reduces 
cord damage.

 Body Side Moulding
$309.17
Colour-matched Body Side Mouldings help protect door panels from 
scratches, dents and chipping. Designed specifically to help preserve and 
enhance the vehicle’s appearance. Unlike many aftermarket mouldings, 
genuine Toyota Body Side Mouldings have undergone rigorous testing to 
ensure their resistance to temperature, weather, impact, stone chips, high 
pressure washing, wind noise and peeling. Body Side Mouldings also help 
maintain your vehicle’s resale value.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Hood Deflector
$219.17
Made from thick high-grade tinted acrylic, the Hood Deflector offers high 
impact resistance and reduces the potential damage to your hood from road 
debris.

 Roof Rack - Cross Bars
$444.17
These custom-fit cross bars have an integrated look and offer cargo-carrying 
capability without sacrificing interior space. The cross bars are compatible 
with most lockable bike/ski attachments.

 16" Alloy Wheels - Gunmetal Grey
$1,173.99
These durable 16-inch alloy wheels offer Corolla owners a distinctive, dashing 
and sporty upgrade to their vehicle wheels. Meticulously crafted of 
lightweight aluminum alloy, and specifically designed for optimal 
performance. These stylish alloy wheels complementCorolla’s athletic exterior 
styling. (*Tires sold separately)

 Rear Bumper Protector
$108.67
Help keep the top surface of your rear bumper free of scrapes and scratches, 
while preserving the like-new appearance of your Corolla. Made of high-
grade, durable material and custom-fitted to your vehicle's rear bumper. The 
skid-resistant surface provides assistance when loading and unloading cargo.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Pro Series Paint Protection Film - Hood
$493.33
Guard your vehicle from weathering, UV and road debris that can chip and 
scratch the finish with 3M Pro Series Genuine Toyota PaintProtection Film. This 
durable and nearly invisible thermoplastic urethane is designed to protect the 
hood and front fenders to maintain a like-new appearance.

 16" Alloy Wheels - Satin Black
$1,173.99
These durable 16-inch alloy wheels offer Corolla owners a distinctive, dashing 
and sporty upgrade to their vehicle wheels. Meticulously crafted of 
lightweight aluminum alloy, and specifically designed for optimal 
performance. These stylish alloy wheels complementCorolla’s athletic exterior 
styling. (*Tires sold separately)

 Pro Series Paint Protection Film – Door Edge
$107.05
Protect your Toyota from dings and paint chips on the doors vertical edges 
with Door Edge Film. Made from durable layered thermoplastic urethane, 
nearly invisible and custom fabricated for a precise fit.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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